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dialectical relationship between ideas and action (Ashworth, 2011; Bos, 2016; Drozdzewski et al., 2016) and in so doing between episteme (knowledge as such) and techne (practical knowledge) (see Browne and Nash, 2010) . Considering that much practical knowledge, by its very nature, remains nonrepresentational and undocumented, it poses both epistemic and methodical challenges to ascertaining what is remembered or forgotten (i.e. ÔunrememberedÕ). Considering SoBeÕs preservation movementÕs peculiar link with (gay) sexual identity, I have employed the tenet of ÔqueeryingÕ to unsettle how key preservation actors have prevalently reached out to communities and future generations about presentday place (re)makings through (select) commemoration of objects, events and narratives, which are sometimes problematically taken as representative entities of the past.
Based on extant multidisciplinary literature, I first discuss (gay-led) urban preservation in tandem with memorial practices in the US context. Then I explain the studyÕs research context by dealing with the pedigree of the art deco scene as critical grounding for the analysis. This is followed by a discussion of methods. I assemble my conceptual and qualitative empirical analyses to ÔqueerlyÕ contribute to a clearer understanding of art deco preservation and (un)rememberings. The key results section scrutinises memorial practices as mobilised at the intersection of art deco and gay urban preservation. The article concludes with remarks on the value of adopting a queerying approach for resisting dominant urban preservation praxes and for progressing fuller, more holistic commemorative heritage.
Urban preservation and commemoration
The tension between preservationists and developers has always been omnipresent on Miami Beach, considering its challenged surface area and hence limited potential for land use development (Fleming, 1981; Shapiro, 2007) . This tension had also been dynamically resonated with a twofold Ôsense of orientationÕ in US preservation since the 1970s (Datel, 1985; Sprinkle, 2014) . On the one hand, respect was shown for the past by material restoration, highlighting technical achievements and consolidating a cultural legacy. On the other, preservation initiatives allowed some alterations to listed structures and the built environment, although they were limited to ensure an authentic experience of the genius loci (Datel, 1985; Sprinkle, 2014) . Urban preservation and the queerying spaces of (un)remembering: Memorial landscapes of the Miami Beach art deco historic district, Urban Studies, first published on 19 June 2017, http://doi.org/10.1177/0042098017709197. This document cannot be cited in any publication and/or reproduced without the express written permission of the author. Cite the original article only.
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The limited yet significant literature on art deco architectural preservation has overall remained descriptive and emphasised its design and lifestyle features (e.g. Capitman, 1988; Chase, 2005; Curtis, 1982; Gaines, 2009; Klepser, 2014; Stofik, 2005) . Curtis (1982) presented an informative account on the historical context of SoBeÕs art deco. However, this study pre-dates the gay-led preservation movement and is limited to a discussion about the sense of place during the Depression era, when the majority of art deco buildings was built.
Furthermore, Drolet et al. (2010) provided a useful update of post-1970s historical preservation actions on Miami Beach. Nevertheless, the implications of the more recent contribution of gays to SoBeÕs art deco scene and its memorial landscape have remained overlooked to date.
Although Patron and Forrest (2000) and Kanai and Kenttamaa-Squires (2015) discussed the social transitions of SoBe as gay neighbourhood since the 1980s, the art deco scene, despite its ascribed importance to a thriving local culture, remains under-explored. To this background, I hereinafter consider three intersecting dimensions that are pertinent to contextualising the relationships and tensions between art deco (i.e. architectural) preservation and gay (i.e. social) urban preservation: (1) US architectural preservation, where preservation presents ÔstillsÕ in time whereas queer history is acknowledged to be fluid; (2) LGBTQ 2 community building and commemoration around the mobility and (in)visibility of gay people; and (3) neoliberal regeneration and its particularly underinterrogated entrepreneurial consequences for preservation, including a mainstream, yet exclusive, cosmopolitan class appeal.
First, urban scholarship on architectural preservation suggests that the desire to preserve Ð and commemorate built environmental elements of perceived value Ð is from time immemorial, especially in areas of the world known for long-standing settlements (Ashworth, 2011; Betts and Ross, 2015; Zhang, 2013) . Urban preservation efforts are historically more recent in the USA (Sprinkle, 2014) , where Ford (1979) argued that the focus had mainly been on the protection of individual, historically significant structures (e.g. patriotsÕ houses recalling watersheds and buildings celebrating architects of national stature). Since the late 1960s, US preservation efforts had been moving away from a singular focus on protecting historicity towards combined property-and area-based preservation, starting to address the whole gamut of functional, spatial and visual elements, as well as broader issues of civil Urban preservation and the queerying spaces of (un)remembering: Memorial landscapes of the Miami Beach art deco historic district, Urban Studies, first published on 19 June 2017, http://doi.org/10.1177/0042098017709197.
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The rise of preservation movements throughout the USA since the 1970s had shown a striking parallel with a widespread doctrine of high-density urban renewal (Shapiro, 2007) .
Urban preservation and development had been symbiotic poles from the very outset of the countryÕs first historic preservation zoning regulation in Charlston in 1931 (Stofik, 2005) .
Urban preservation has traditionally relied on voluntary resident involvement, where shared, bottom-up care often collides with profit-driven interests of real-estate developers (Ford, 1979; Sprinkle, 2014) . Such process does not exclude any comprises. According to Ashworth (2011) , preservation navigates between gradations of protection, conservation and heritage (which I empirically apply to the re-activation of the art deco scene). Ashworth (2011) argued that the act of preservation derives from the idea, or desire, to commemorate. In a strict sense, preservation entails Ôa protective intervention to maintain the current condition of an artefact, building or ensembleÕ (Ashworth, 2011: 4) . ÔConservationÕ, then, implicates when the present-day commemorative use of an entity forms an integral element of the decision to preserve Ð where ÔheritageÕ is constituted through commemorating the past within the present in order to produce a new Ôcultural creation of the presentÕ (Ashworth, 2011: 11) .
This differentiation is useful to explain the ambiguities of preservation (albeit these terms are often uncritically used as interchangeable denominators within urban preservation discourse).
Second, urban and sexuality scholars recognised the oft-major role of LGBTQ people in preservation initiatives in historic districts, usually accompanied with commitments to community building (e.g. Brown, 2014; Fellows, 2004; Forsyth, 2001; Gieseking, 2016; Knopp, 1990) . Neighbourhood developments based on especially gay sexual identity, socalled gaybourhoods (or its variant gay villages), as seen on SoBe (Kanai and KenttamaaSquires, 2015; Patron and Forrest, 2000) , are not an anomaly in US urban history and beyond. Gay men Ôof propertyÕ played a central role in the preservation-led revitalisation of historic districts such as the Castro district, Marigny neighbourhood, West Village and Harlem, which, as alluded earlier, can be critically rendered as socio-spatial corollaries of urban planningÕs hegemonic heterosexist focus (Brown, 2014; Frisch, 2002) . Fellows (2004) collected stories to evince how bohemian gay men across the USA had historically served as Brown, 2014; Delany, 2001; Gieseking, 2016) . It must be stressed that, despite the use of the acronym LGBTQ, gay males have been at the head of or, put critically, dominating preservation movements. The latter concurs with KnoppÕs (1990) theorem on the male social dominance and economic privilege as replicated in the creation of ÔgayÕ urban spaces. Common documentation and reminiscences not only reflect that but also largely reproduce such gay male dominance (Knopp, 1990) .
Lesbians are particularly notable absent ÔothersÕ within this purview and their role in creating distinct urban spaces, beyond the prominent visibility of gay male urban spaces and a gay male gaze, should be acknowledged. Scholarship in the geographies of sexualities over the past decade or so has critically addressed the evolution of distinct lesbian urban spaces: e.g. see Forsyth (1997) Delany, 2001; Ghaziani, 2014; Myrdahl, 2013) .
LGBTQ places have continuously been surrounded by transience. That is to say,
LGBTQ people often resort to rental, temporary housing and momentary work, and consequently move from one place to another (Gieseking, 2016) . In this context, Lewis (2017) argued that urban gay communities have become more socially and spatially disintegrated owing to increasing, yet less achievable, individual aspirations as demanded by neoliberal job and property markets and the related ability/flexibility to move through urban places (Lewis, 2017) . But not all
LGBTQs are privileged to do so. Nash and Gorman-Murray (2014) identified white gay males as those with a strong motility (i.e. mobility capital) to professionally and socially develop over spatially dispersed networks (although the rise of digital apps has taken away the absolute need to move physically for social relationship building).
Hence, the memorialisation of impermanence, placelessness and absence are crucial challenges for both the preservation and commemoration of LGBTQ places and cultures (Gieseking, 2016: 30) . As argued by Forsyth (2001: 352) , out of fear of Ôpublic controversyÕ, planners have even refrained from designating historic districts and landmarks for nonconformist populations (i.e. LGBTQs). The New York-based Gay Liberation Monument is a salient exception. This public memorial not only commemorates the police raid on the adjacent Stonewall Inn gay bar in 1969 and the resulting gay civil rights movement. It also pays a timeless tribute to the fluid temporal lives and spaces of LGBTQs throughout history, which has nurtured both an international mobilisation of queer politics and the establishment of material, site-specific LGBTQ memorials elsewhere in the world (Thompson, 2012) .
Third, a developing body of scholarship has provided extensive critiques of the social exclusionary aspects of many regeneration annex preservation projects based in urban neighbourhoods with a strong LGBTQ presence (e.g. Knopp 1990; Lewis, 2013; Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2014; Smart and Whittemore, 2016) . This critique is mainly directed at the power imbalance, where particularly middle-and high-class white gay males are often assumed to take advantage of preservation practice. This presses home the tenability of KnoppÕs (1990) argument about the co-emerging (white) male privilege and social, economic and sexual hegemonies, as embedded within asymmetrical gender relations in society more broadly.
Such asymmetries in urban preservation practice manifest beyond gender and sexuality. Both in theory and practice, urban preservationÕs parameters are surrounded by paradox and controversy, precisely because it involves policies and politics over a complex amalgamation of resources, land and people (including residents, visitors, officials and developers) (Zhang, 2013) . As commemorative strategies that single out identities would simplify reality, scholarship on intersectionality has called for nuanced understandings of urban cultural memories of ÔgayÕ community spaces beyond sexual identity alone (e.g. Brown, 2014; Castiglia and Reed, 2011; Lewis, 2013; Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2014) . ÔGayÕ spaces are mutually (re)constituted along social identity markers, including class, ethnicity and age. As such, they challenge sexual normativities and, hence, also the very nominalism of the preempted notion of gay community or gaybourhood (Mattson, 2015) .
Moreover, ÔgayÕ-led revitalisation and gaybourhood remembering should be problematised. They might well simultaneously involve ÔstraightÕ-LGBTQ alliances, mimic heterosexist and patriarchal neighbourhood life, and incite ÔdegayingÕ, particularly when gay pioneers are priced out as upshot of gentrification and areas become recuperated by the mainstream (Brown, 2014; Doan, 2015; Ghaziani, 2014; Kanai and Kenttamaa-Squires, 2015) . Another complexion that queries gay spaces revolves around realities of transience, which signal the in-and outmigration and social mobilities within the area. In the wake of ever-advancing mobile digital technologies, it should be stressed that LGBTQ communities have become increasingly socio-spatially augmented alongside mobile, dissipated, embodied and, therefore, fluid realities (Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2014 ) Ð and so are queer memories (Castiglia and Reed, 2011; Gieseking, 2016) .
The relationships between SoBeÕs context as gaybourhood and the preservation cum remembering of the art deco scene have remained considerably untapped. As wider global trend under the moniker of gaybourhoods, SoBe underwent a transition from a younger to slightly older gay population. According to Kanai and Kenttamaa-Squires (2015) and Lewis (2013) , this resulted in unfounded conclusions of gaybourhood ÔdeclineÕ. Rather, Kanai and Kenttamaa-Squires (2015) illustrated that (gay) SoBe has experienced a symbolic yet overly entrepreneurial ÔremakingÕ. This has apparently involved a pro-tourist trajectory, while KnoppÕs (1990) caveat of male dominance can still be applied in such Ôpost-gayÕ era (see Collins and Drinkwater, 2016) . Further scrutiny, however, remains needed into the role of preservation and (select) memorial practices in how the art deco scene has been appropriated in (ÔgayÕ) placemaking.
Particularly in tourism-advocating preservation contexts, Ashworth (2011), Graham et al. (2016) and Souther (2007) criticised the engineering of cultural heritage and, accordingly, cast doubts on the authenticity of the objects of preservation as well as the sincerity of engagements with the subjects of preservation. Souther (2007) pejoratively employed the oft-used term ÔDisneyficationÕ to disdain the renewal of the French Quarter in New Orleans.
Chasin (2000) ventilated critique of how gay culture has overly become commodified through the deliberate promotion of gay entrepreneurship. This has encompassed preservation-led marketing of urban areas as quaint world-class tourist destinations, which have become criticised for being detached from original community support principles and, instead, for contributing to social displacements associated with gentrification (Chasin, 2000) . Gieseking (2016: 30) reverberated this point by asserting that:
while there is an excitement to marking history, preservation efforts may also lead to the unintentional and problematic effects of increasing gentrification and tourism that have eaten away at LGBTQ neighbourhoods.
Despite any consequences of an entrepreneurial preservation tack for the (re)production of exclusionary memorial landscapes, urban preservation practice should cultivate its spaces of potential for redressing memories of the suppressed. Following Hall (1999) , especially formal tourist communications require a pedagogy that unsettles ÔThe HeritageÕ through comprehensive, anti-hegemonic memorial practices, which are based on telling histories and geographies of social difference (see Drozdzewski et al., 2016) .
This section presents two arguments offering a useful grounding for the subsequent analysis of art deco and gay urban preservation: (1) The class-divided reality of the art deco scene also intersected with racial segregation till deep into the 1960s. African Americans were prohibited from staying anywhere on the island, except for black servants who had to return to the mainland after work (see ÔThe Black
Experience on Miami BeachÕ in Miami Beach Visual Memoirs Project, 2016c). Nightlife venues, mostly based in the art deco area, opened their doors to black entertainers and visitors in the 1950s (Cooke, 2016) . Although the 1964 Civil Rights Act put a legal end to ethnic segregation and set in a more inclusive politics of race in the South (Winders, 2005) , a historian asserted that the art deco scene to date has overly remained reserved for the gaze of mostly middle and higher-middle class, white residents, vacationers and entrepreneurs.
Zebracki M (2017) Urban preservation and the queerying spaces of (un)remembering: The dynamic economic situation had made various profound impacts over time, where traversing social identity markers of class, ethnicity, religion and age matter to remembering art decoÕs changing couleur locale. There was a significant dip in art deco property development after the Second World War, ushering in a war-infested disbelief in Ôstreamlined architectureÕ (i.e. the machine-inspired art deco style of that time) (Curtis, 1982 (Drolet et al., 2010; Stofik, 2005 (C ‡po, 2010) . The area in the face of international migration became, in then popular imageries, associated with crime and insecurity. As Capitman appeared to be highly concerned with the marginalised (Proyect, 2009) , the then dilapidated properties were re-earmarked as social housing for particularly Latino migrants and Jewish elderly. Although this social vacuum largely prevented art deco properties from demolition, and thus ensured their material existence today, this crucial social repurposing remains under-represented in commemoration today.
Methodology
The key research problem revolved around the tension between art deco and gay urban preservation on Miami Beach. First, my studyÕs aim was to review extant material on this Walking Tour (its main theme was the evolution of local gay culture). I recruited tour guides and some participants from the walking tours for some go-along conversations; i.e. conversations in place (see Anderson, 2004) .
In this participatory go-along method, the theme of everyday engagement was carried further in situ: how did people directly respond to how the area is being (co-)used? While walking and talking through a place, how were memories elicited? The walking method aimed to include a site-specific storytelling practice beyond conventional and spatially ÔstaticÕ settings of one-to-one interviews, commonly detached from the place being narrated. I used the previously mentioned mixed methods and triangulation (i.e. data cross-corroboration of, in this case, perspectives from experts, laypersons and my own research; see Yin, 2013 ) to create thick description, i.e. contextualise findings and make them meaningful to scholarship (Geertz, 1994) .
On an epistemological level, considering SoBeÕs queer framework and my own queer research positionality, I adopted the tenet of ÔqueeryingÕ (in further development of my work on queerying (digitally networked) public art; see Zebracki, forthcoming) . Grammatically expressed by the use of the verb rather than the noun, queerying indicates how theory is moved into Ômethodological activismÕ (Jones and Adams, 2010: 203) . The term involves an intentional word play and is out for critically examining and uncovering queer histories and identities for questioning partiality (see Haraway, 1991) and for instigating alternative thinkings and doings. Queerying, therefore, implies transformation and action and, as such, the deconstruction of the binary between techne (i.e. practical knowledges as gained during the empirical data collection), and episteme (i.e. study outcomes) (see Browne and Nash, 2010 ).
I describe my own positionality (and hence partiality; see Haraway, 1991) 
Material re-appropriations of art deco memory
Art deco preservation has been bestowed with different material commemorative faces by notable (pro-)gay actors alongside dynamisms of the local gay community. Although Datel (1985) and Sprinkle (2014) indicated that, since the 1970s, urban preservation practices had been concentrating on leaving properties entirely intact and, as such, enhancing historical appreciation, the MDPL had been steering a somewhat different course as it allowed significant room for material alterations. CapitmanÕs right hand, the designer Horowitz, who as said was openly gay, developed a pastel-colour palette. This palette reflects a range of colours of the sun, sky, beach and the sea Ð making a Ôdistinctive visual postcard for this placeÕ, as a MDPL officer phrased. The palette was used for the large-scale repainting of art deco fa•ades and is still consistently applied today. The officer, moreover, suggested that properties Ð for that matter I have come to discern their rear sides and back alleys as uninviting and aesthetically unattractive. To a great deal, the efforts were geared to a tourist gaze: Ôthe redecoration was part of a larger plan meant to attract visitors Ð gay people includedÕ, a tour guide imparted.
The lasting impact of the Capitman-Horowitz duo has been commemoratively reified in the shape of local exhibits, street signage renamed after them, and the Capitman memorial, unveiled on Ocean Drive in 2016, which many respondents described as the liveliest and most iconic art deco strip (Figure 3 ). An expert, nevertheless, divulged that it is frequently referenced by its pejorative epithet ÔTourist DriveÕ, where museumisation awkwardly meets commercialisation; one of the interviewed visitors even expressed this area as Ôa chain of tourist trapsÕ. Formal communications about the essential preservation efforts of Capitman and Horowitz took a lot after a hagiography. These communications reiteratively emphasised their role in attracting gay people and enlisting them for voluntary participation, for example through preservation board membership, advocacy activities and practical aid (including redecoration and cleanup). The few documented memoirs by CapitmanÕs nearest and dearest, Andrew Capitman, one of her two sons, buttressed this: Ômy mother was always comfortable with gay people, and from a very early time she had a strategy that she would use her warm relationship with the gay community to promote the idea of an art deco districtÕ (Gaines, 2009: 128) .
Thus, the art decoÕs material fabric was inextricably constituted through local gay culture. Fellows (2004) , perhaps in an overgeneralising fashion, phrased that Ôpreservation-minded gays have a penchant for meticulous attention to design detailÕ. The preservationled art deco regeneration went hand in hand with the creation of amenities, such as community centres and gay night-time venues, which reciprocally enhanced gay communal building. Entertainment industries and related popular tourist imageries (still) richly portray SoBeÕs thriving nightlife, characterised by art deco buildings adorned with bold neon lights.
The regeneration, overall, worked as magnet for the further in-migration of particularly white middle-class gay people over the 1980s onwards.
Impression of the art deco built and tourist environment of Ocean Drive, featuring the Barbara (Baer) Capitman Memorial (2016) on the sidewalk (right photo).
Source: AuthorÕs own.
Here, it is important to acknowledge that the in-migration of gays to so-called safe spaces in South Florida, including South Beach and Key West, was affected by prevailing homophobia, despite the widespread empowering gay liberation movement following the 1969 Stonewall Riots (Ca« po, 2010). Gays were not only involved in the local preservation movement but also in political activism for equal gay rights, which set on a collision course with especially antigay activism of the religious right (Fetner, 2001 ). On account of the efforts of the gay movement, Dade County passed an ordinance for anti-discrimination based on sexual orientation in 1977. However, this was successfully repealed in the same year as a result of the Save Our Children campaign led by Anita Bryant, a popular conservative Christian entertainer at that time (Fetner, 2001) . In a sense, Bryant could be considered a historical antipode of the progressive, Ôgay-friendlyÕ Capitman.
On SoBe, a white cosmopolitan gay middle-class clearly started to control the preservation-based regeneration. This broke with the areaÕs former profile as a place for the socially marginalised with a large majority of senior retirees. Conversations with experts indicated that, in the early regeneration days, art deco properties offered ample cheap and seasonal housing. The one-bed studios especially appealed to single gay men, many of whom did not own a car and therefore appreciated SoBeÕs walkability. Owing to the urban architectural affordances Ð that is the relatively small properties and lack of schools Ð families with children stayed away, which proliferated place associations with a homogeneous sexual identity. That said, Capitman and company actively pursued social housing for the wider lower and middle class. So, although SoBe was the locus for a sizeable gay presence, there was no exclusive, one-issue preservation policy. KnoppÕs (1990) earlier observation of a Ôpreservation-based and substantial (but deemphasised) gay identityÕ in his case study on Marigny (Knopp, 1990: 344) can, thus, to some degree be re-applied to SoBeÕs community development.
Community-based recollections of place identities
Selective memorial practices within urban preservation have contributed to the formation of hegemonic spaces of social and sexual identities. The abundantly portrayed success and glamour of gay-led art deco preservation particularly stands in marked contrast to the undercommemorated implications of the late-1980sÕ destructive AIDS outbreak. The local response revealed an interaction with the broader AIDS crisis and queer mobilities at that time (see Castiglia and Reed, 2011; Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2014) . ÔSome gays literally came here to dieÕ, a MDPL respondent said, where strong social support and the immunesystem-friendly climate were perceived key benefits. Several experts conveyed that the AIDS crisis became a concern of the preservation movement and that its focus, more strongly than ever before, shifted from material to social wellbeing. An officer at Stonewall National broken lives . That a national catastrophe was partly responsible for a communityÕs rapid revitalisation is a paradox that may be unique to South Beach.
Hence, the AIDS crisis translated into a distinct motility (i.e. mobility capital; see Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2014) as well as the ensuing distinct place-based preservation. Despite prolonged global queer memorialisations including World Aids Day, which have addressed the loss and struggle of those lives affected by HIV/AIDS, the aforementioned dramatic paradox has not quite taken up proportionate coverage in art deco memorial practice. What allegedly started as a rather self-centred escape from HIV/AIDS, inmigrated gays on SoBe, by the time improving inhibitors became available, found a second chance to strengthen relationships between gay identity, community and place: Ôthe original vision of preserving the areaÕs hundreds of art deco structures is being updated to consider the uses to which these restored buildings are to be put, and in the service of what group or groupsÕ (Patron and Forrest, 2000: 29) .
I experienced that narrated art deco (e.g. tourist communications, including walking tours and timeline panels at the art deco museum) could have more firmly emphasised the social and material transitions within the specific scope of the AIDS trauma, alongside experiences of those who are no longer living there. This observation feeds into GiesekingÕs (2016) argument on how queer temporalities of the past too often become detached from present hegemonic place commemorations. That said, I witnessed some Ônon-officialÕ testimonials, which lent some vicarious and emotional experiences to me. For example, an art deco tour guide pointed at a house where a close friend, deceased of AIDS complications, used to live. Several experts denoted that the link between art deco preservation and the AIDS crisis became particularly intensified when Horowitz himself met with the same fate in 1989.
A further limiting and selective reminisce relates to the absence of Ônon-gaysÕ within and beyond the LGBTQ milieu, as well as to the often incoherent and inaccurate use of nongay agents. Saliently, in various guided tours and interviews, very often lesbians were bracketed together with gays for their input in preservation practice (see critique of lesbianÕs invisibility in, e.g., Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2015) . There is scant material evidence for lesbiansÕ input, whose social life on SoBe, according to one of the experts, was supposedly Similar retrospects that accentuate gay culture might stem from acts of (un)consciously selective memorialising. Accordingly, queer theorems criticised (white and gay) male social dominance (e.g. Castiglia and Reed, 2011; Knopp, 1990) , hence calling for a more inclusive politics of queer visibility and commemoration (Gieseking, 2016) .
Snapshot of Gay & LesbianWalking Tour: based on photo elicitation, the bygone gay nightclubWarsaw Ballroom was recalled across the extant Twist gay bar (shown in the left corner of this figure) to explain associations between the art deco and gay nightlife scenes.
Storytelling was well-nigh exclusively based on gay male history and imageries. Bar, 2017 ). Yet, following the sale of the building, the bar has been forced to relocate (Flechas, 2017 ; see also critique of the Ôpost-gayÕ era in Collins and Drinkwater, 2016 Kanai and Kenttamaa-Squires, 2015) .
SoBeÕs post-gay realities of art deco preservation, after Ghaziani (2014) , present a dynamic, animated blend of gay acceptance and gay cosmopolitanism. Accordingly, homogeneous gay place (re)makings should be challenged alongside queer critiques of temporality. This can be performed by engaging more profoundly with social transitions and mobilities that intersect identity markers beyond sexuality alone (e.g. Gieseking, 2016; Nash and Gorman-Murray, 2014) . Art deco memorial practices could especially make strenuous efforts to both further address and redress lived realities of those marginalised, or even invisibilised, in the (recent) past and present. Such endeavour, at both intellectual and practical levels, would move beyond singular socio-spatial notions of (gay) community and diversify static art deco aesthetics as hauntingly (re)produced by dominant entertainment and tourist industries.
Conclusion and discussion
This research has demonstrated to urban scholars the value of queerying relationships between urban preservation and (selective) memorialisation practices. Drawing from archival, policy, observational, participatory and interview data, the empirical case study on the Art This rough outline neither justifies the art deco sceneÕs historical multiplicities and ambiguities nor represents the lived social realities and contradictories of this area and its interstices. However, it reminds the queerying onlooker that SoBeÕs intersectional conundrum could be more substantially articulated and anatomised in theways inwhich its recent historical context is typically foregrounded as (pro-)gay neighbourhood/community.
The art deco scene has been deeply appropriated as de«cor for fashion and entertainment industries. Relatedly, it hosts major, often nonplace-specific events that may partly redraw (Bonnett, 2010) , which attributes distinctive architectural and lifestyle qualities to the early art deco scene.
This case study is, hence, of relevance to urban scholars who are engaged in challenging implications of (the inadequacies of) neoliberal urban development logics for incorporating social difference (alongside place-and identity-based memories) of those living and those who once lived in the area. This research has uncovered a dimension of pronounced homonormativity in overly entrepreneurial post-gay urban remaking. That is to say, as critiqued by queer scholars (e.g. Mattson, 2015; Sycamore, 2008) , a homogeneous, mainstream cosmopolitan style has been composed beyond sexual identity norms alone.
Entrepreneurial re-appropriations, consequently, have pursued local urban preservation as template for capitalising the connectivities between art deco history, queer culture and the arts. This has been noticeably used as vehicle for (re)imagining the city of Miami through glocal artistic productions and vignettes as have been widely shared in popular culture over the last three decades. The findings suggest that hegemonic official memorial practices should be queeried in greater depth through inclusive rather than fragmentary research and policy commitments, which delve into the critical mass beneath. This document cannot be cited in any publication and/or reproduced without the express written permission of the author. Cite the original article only.
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both urban theory and practice: one towards mnemonic practices that write essentialist urban histories, and one towards empowering subaltern voices that have remained underwritten by dominant urban agents.
Thus, enforcing Duncan and DuncanÕs (2001) point that Ôlandscapes become possessions for those with the wealth and power to control themÕ (p. 387), this study argues to be wary of slippery power asymmetries that might creep into memorial practices. ÔOfficialÕ tourist iconographies in particular commonly represented the art deco scene as a collective monument. Nonetheless, as put by Bos (2016: iii), monuments should not be intended as static markers of the past, but as memorials to changing social structures and Ôcritical
ÔÔdocumentsÕÕ of the pastÕ. Beyond the material surface, the art deco properties are imbued with spatialised social relations, determining axes of perceived ownership, contestation, authenticity, etc. which dynamically constitute urban public spaces (see Zukin, 1998) .
As endnote, the queerying approach can be extended to MiamiÕs vexed question of sea level rise, which has started preservationists existentially pondering on commemorating and saving art deco for future generations. Despite cognisance of MiamiÕs vulnerable environmental situation, construction continues at an unbridled pace, paradoxically funding climate change mitigation measures (Meyer, 2014) . The recent graffiti text Ôyour million dollar houses will soon be underwaterÕ, across the top of an abandoned hospital on SoBe (see Flechas, 2016) , is a harsh reminder of this cul-de-sac. Future research might analyse how this issue is inevitably queerying the pitch for the (im)material efforts of art deco preservation. It might engage with a battery of speculative questions about material elevation or relocation, accepting obsolescence or refusing loss, carrying on as remote museum exhibit or digital archive (e.g. Miami Beach Visual Memoirs Project, 2016a), and so on. Engagement with such post-preservation matters will further benefit urban scholarship on the specific interplays between art deco and gay urban preservation and memorialisation under the yoke of the environmentally challenged global urban condition. This research received no specific grant from any funding agency in the public, commercial, or notfor-profit sectors.
